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ABSTRACT 

There is the rapid change in Mobile technologies with the advanced platform like Google Android. A Smart 
phone provides Internet facility, fast way of communication and access to various services. Smart phone 
technologies provides  highly visual devices that attract many users .Unlike personal computers, where there is 
the portability issues but Smart phones by their very nature move from location to location and achieve the great 
edge over the personal computers. Many peoples stay away from their home because of the family reason or any 
personal reasons. So, they have good control over their home appliances. Some devices may be remaining switch 
on or some devices need to be switched on e.g. electric motor on well. These devices should be controlled in good 
manner so that it will not create any type of crisis. So, this system helps to overcome those issues. An Android 
based secured home automation system allows multiple users to control the appliances in secured way within the 
house by an android application. The System has been divided into three major hardware components: A Local 
Device to transfer signal to home appliances, A web server to store the record and to act as the mediator between 
the Android Smartphone and the local Device. Google Services are used to support messaging between 
components. Google Cloud messaging is used for the communication between the mobile application, server and 
the Embedded Board. Google provide the free service of messaging to the android developer. 

Keywords: Home automation system, Google Cloud Messaging, Android App, Appliance Control, mobile services, 
Android development tool, Java. 

1. INDRODUCTION 
Home automation is the technology within the home for improving the quality of life of the occupants within the 
home. By providing various services such as entertainment, multimedia and ease to control the indoor devices. 
Traditionally the automation system was used to control the devices like heating, lighting, and shading. Due to rapid 
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growth in technology and the advancement of the devices. These primary features need to be enriched like providing 
the security, communication. In order to provide this some technical accept must also be considered like safety, low 
cost, flexibility. 

 The systems should be scalable and flexible enough to provide the integration of new devices. 
 The System must provide the user friendly interface so that the user can easily setup and use the System for 

the controlling the devices. 
 The System must be attractive so that the user of the system must increase day by day. 
 The System must provide the faster services and it should be responsive as soon as interact with the System 

it must give the desired output to the users. 
 The System must be cost effective. 

Two Alternatives are there for implementing the System using Android application and second by using the web 
application. But We are using the Android application for implementing as today trend is of Android. The market is 
boosted by the android Phones and it is the popular operating System used by multiple users. One of the motivations 
for using the Android system is to increase the popularity of the Smart phones and also to reduce the cost and make 
it more cost effective so that the multiple users can use it of free of cost. As it is the open source application that can 
be deployed on the Google play and it can be downloaded and use. Also Android provide attractive user interface. 
Home Security is the issue for which this entire system is developed. Comfort of the user is important but safety is 
the major issue which we have to consider in today’s world. Today’s world is of poverty so there can be various 
threats to the home appliances. For that a System must be Developed that will alert the user as soon as some 
unwanted activity are happening within the house. 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 There are Significant research and various approach for the home automation System. The number of 
published works on home automation may indicate an evidence of trends in a certain field. To this end, 
we searched the terms ‘‘Smart Home’’ or ‘‘Home Automation’’ in three renowned scientific databases; 
Web of Science, Scopus and ScienceDirect. 

 
Table 1 : The percent of academic research including the terms: web, cloud, Android: concept “home automation”. 

 
 

The table illustrate that the Concept of the research is Home automation. The percent of research on the terms like 
web, cloud, Android. As these three terms are the important aspects of the System. The First column indicates the 
concept on which the research has taken place. Second column indicate the research site. Third column indicate the 
research related to web concept to understand the working of the web related concept. Fourth column indicate the 
research related to the cloud as we have to use cloud for the storage and the transmission of the signals between the 
android application and the board or local device. Fifth column indicate the research related to the Android as the 

  Web Cloud Android Web And 
Cloud 

Web And 
Android 

Cloud And 
Android 

Smart home Web of 
science 

6.20 1.25 0.60 0.14 0.45 0.04 

Or Science
Direct 

43.98 10.20 3.38 8.71 2.41 1.23 

Home 
automation 

Scopus 23.43 4.8 2.6 1.8 0.7 0.23 
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android application is use for providing the interface to the user so certain amount of research is done to provide the 
interactive UI to the users. Rest of the columns indicate the research about the how to collaborate this entire modules 
together so that they can work as the single System. There are also some other home automation systems based on 
different technologies such as phone line Bluetooth. Some studies focus on the protocols used in networking, or the 
hardware devices within the System, andothers discuss the performance and security in home automation systems. 

The Bluetooth based home automation System is presented which uses cell phones is given in [1]. In this system, 
home appliances are connected to a stand-alone Arduino BT board. And  it is  through wireless communication 
between the cell phone and the Arduino BT board. The users of the system are needed to acquire matching  
passwords for the board and the cell phone to access home. 

In [2], the system involves major controller and some set of Bluetooth sub-controllers in which each controller is 
physically connected to an individual home appliances. The sub-controllers sends all messages to the primary 
controller. Although the system reducesrequired  physical wiring through the use of Bluetooth technology, it has the 
disadvantage of incurring an access delay due to the sharing of a single Bluetooth module between numerous 
devices appliances in order to protect the system from unauthorized access. 

There are a number of communicationprotocols in home automation field, such as ZigBee, X10, , Z-Wave, that deal 
with the interaction of home appliances. The example of works that focus on the communication between the 
devices at home, [3] may be given. In [3], following the discussion of the potential of ZigBee standards in home 
automation systems, it is a home automation system based on ZigBee and Wi-Fi network is presented and a virtual 
home is constructed. In the study,ZigBee technology has advantages, such as lowering the expense of the system 
and intrusiveness of the respective system installation compared to existing technologies. Since our aim in the study 
is to provide a distributed solution to the management of multiple home-automation systems and compare different 
technologies used in related work, the details of communication standards in the previous studies are not examined. 
The system in [4] objective is to reduce energy consumption. And is based on an embedded controller connected to 
the home web-server and the sensors/actuators at home. The users control home appliances through the web site on 
the home web server. Due to the limited resources and difficulties of expanding the scope of home automation 
applications, the cloud infrastructure is becoming extremely appropriate for home automation by enabling on 
demand access to shared pool of configurable computing devices and storages. The cloud infrastructure includes 3 
service models: Software as a Service (it provides customers with Web based applications, e.g., Google Cloud), 
Platform as a Service (it provides customers an application development and deployment platform as a service, e.g., 
Google App Engine) and Infrastructure as a Service (it provides various kindsof computing and storage resources) 
[5]. Refs.[5,6] are the studies in which cloud based framework for smart home and a cloud based monitoring 
framework to implement the remote monitoring services of smart home are presented respectively. Ref. [7] involves 
the use of a networking cloud which is a real time data infrastructure that allows the management of data points 
from individuals, organizations and companies through the Internet. The home automation system developed in [7] 
employs the integrationof multi-touch mobile devices, cloud networking, communication using wireless technology 
to enable the remote control of lights and appliances within the home. Using Arduino platform the communication 
between several components; Cocoa Touch and ObjectiveC are used in the implementation of the programs in the 
system. Das et al. [8] proposed a home automation and security system in to detect the possible intrusion; motion 
sensor and video cameras are used. A simple security system operates as follows: Video cameras are triggered to 
record and the system sends an alert to the user’s mobile device as soon as the motion (intruder) is detected through 
sensors,. The system has two main components, the iOS application that executes on the mobile device (Apple’s 
iOSdevices) and server side scripts that run in a cloud. The Above references are from [9] in which the wireless 
home automation system is implemented. In this reference, a home automation was implemented through 
GCM(Google Cloud Messaging) services which is provided by Google for smart phones, and hence it is possible to 
control home appliance’s  from anywhere. 

Follwing figure shown the simple working of home automation system  which is observed in  privious survey. 
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Fig. 1: Block Diagram of home automation system. 

A working of home automation in divided into three major parts and short description about it as follows: 

i. Mobile App(Client):A client or user must have smart phone with appinstalled to control home 
appliances. User with mobile must be in network, so that it can able to see the status of home 
appliances and according to that status it can control the home appliances.  

ii. Server:Server act as an mediator between user mobile app and home appliances and play very 
important role of maintaining information and transferring messages.When user performs any 
activity on app, it will first automatically reported to server and then server forward that action to 
particular device through embedded board. 

iii. Embedded Board:Embedded board is responsible for the receiving action for particular device 
or appliance which user wants to control it through server and forward the action to that 
particular device. 

3. DISCUSSION ANDFUTURE WORK 

With the survival of several e-commerce or e-business depending on secure client data, the security aspect is getting 
critical day by day. With that aspect in mind our proposed system keeps in mind the growing types of attacks that 
are finding ways to innovate themselves day by day. We propose to develop a service that unlike most traditional 
services will provide extensive security to any client using any service. We will release a record that will include a 
set of new attacks that we will classify as signature so that any other security application isfree to add it to its 
database. Moreover we will show statistically why our system is better than most by making comparison charts 
based on performance. 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

This survey describes differenttechniques used related to the system and home automation System which were 
developed for the ease and the comfort of the occupants inside the home. Also the future enhancement which can be 
possible to make home automation better and to become moreuseful in day to day life. The most important factor 
related to home automation is security,user friendly GUI, and location, is more focused . 
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